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Barcodes

Packaging Content:
Keyboard, Mouse, USB receiver, Userguide

Certifications:

Keyboard

Mouse

Specifications

ProCombo-14 is the ultimate wireless combo of an ergonomic 

keyboard and an ambidextrous mouse. This comfortable keyboard 

boasts separate media keys, that let you type and navigate with ease, 

control music playback, and pause or play a video. Featuring a palm 

rest, the keyboard enhances your productivity while giving you 

all-day comfort. Track through the screen with drop-dead accuracy 

using the high-grade mouse with 1200 DPI. Enjoy wireless freedom 

without compromising on comfort or productivity with ProCombo-14

Enhanced Productivity
ProCombo-14 combines an ergonomic multime-
dia keyboard with a palm rest and an ambidex-
trous mouse that boosts productivity and 
enhances your desk

The ambidextrous mouse provides accurate, 
smooth cursor control and effortless scrolling

Comfortable Navigation

Type comfortably, quickly, and accurately on this 
ergonomically designed keyboard with palm rest

Ergonomic Design with Palm Rest

Get a stable and secure wireless connection up 
to 10 meters away with this wireless keyboard 
and mouse combo

Wireless Freedom

Control music playback, pause, or play a video 
with a single click as the ProCombo-14 
keyboard comes with multi-media keys

Media Controls

ProCombo-14

Wireless Range: 10m
Input Rating: 3.0V/7mA
Frequency: 2.4GHz
RF Output Power: <=20dBm

Wireless Range: 10m
Input Rating: 1.5V/20mA
Frequency: 2.4GHz
Sensor Resolution: 1200Dpi
RF Output Power: <=20dBm

Track through the screen with drop-dead accu-
racy using the high-grade, ambidextrous mouse 
with 1200 DPI

Track with Precision

Compatibility
WindowsMac OS

Plug the nano receiver into the USB port of your 
system, and you are ready to go

Plug & Play
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Keyboard is powered by 2xAAA Battery  & 1xAA for the Mouse.Note:

Multimedia Keyboard
Ergonomic Wireless

with Palm Rest &

Ambidextrous Mouse


